
                                cohorted data based
on AppStore Connect!

AppStore Connect (ASC) doesn’t provide cohorted data and this is a drag if you want to discover what
your customers are up to. However, it does provide clues that enable cohortization and since we are mad
about data we went ahead and did it.

With our Horizon feature, you can now select a timeframe to determine the origin dates of a cohort and
analyze this cohort in a timeframe of your choice. In short, you can determine the actions of a cohort
born between selected dates for a time period of your choice (as in x days after their activations).

I N T R O D U C I N G

There are a couple of use cases that leverage the power of Horizon.

Unparalleled Speed: 

Running retention impacting tests (like pricing & package change) and sick of waiting for more than 30
days to see results on ASC? Well wait no more! Our new feature Horizon enables you to get access to user
behavior as early as 12 days, allowing for prompt insights into subscription retention and performance. You
need to wait around 37-38 days to see the first payment period retention performance of a weekly
package since you have to wait for all users activated during the month, the respective base month in the
ASC’s cohort view, to go through their first subscription period. Horizon enables you to see user behavior
as early as 8 days (ideally 12 days to allow for at least 5 days of history to your cohort).

Do you need this data?



Signup Now >

We use Apple Sales & Trends reports and leverage Original Start Dates to organize users into cohorts. The
origin date is the “activation” event which may be either a direct paid subscription or the start of an
introductory period (free or paid).

We organize this cohorted data in a flexible way so that you can select a time period for the origination of
your cohorts as well as the lengths (in days) to follow them up. This is a revolutionary feature since you can
only find weekly or monthly fixed terms in ASC and all other services. 

In short, Horizon enables you to compare apples to apples (pun intended -we could have said pears!)

Expand your horizons with madduck
insight’s new “Horizon” feature

Compare Apples to Apples:

Get in touch!

https://madduck.com/contact-us/

Any questions? 

Compare cohorts effortlessly with Horizon. Whether assessing refund rates or billing retry performance,
our feature provides clarity in cohort comparisons, eliminating the confusion faced in the ASC dashboard
or other cohorted analytics services.

Case 1, you could compare the refund rates of users during the first 5 days of a package launched 3
months ago with another one launched a week ago. In other cohorted analytics services, since the users of
the older package spent 3 months as opposed to just 1 week for your newer package, refund figures will
be higher and totally useless to compare.

Case 2, you can also compare Billing Retry performance of a cohort. Horizon provides the only way to
compare a cohort that originated 6 months ago at $X in their first 40 days and another one that originated
3 months ago with a $Y price point.

Precision in Analysis: 

Tailor your analysis to specific timeframes, ideal for assessing the impact of marketing campaigns,
channels, or pricing tests. Get a detailed view of user actions during critical periods, such as A/B tests, with
laser focus for decisive actions. For instance, you can look at all activated users from September 13 to 30
during which you ran an A/B test, and see the percentage of users who became subscribers, went to billing
retry, grace period, or any other event reported by Apple. This gives you a laser focus on your tests and
enables you to act decisively.

Do we cohortize ASC data?

https://madduck.com/contact-us/
https://madduck.com/contact-us/

